PROVIDE FEEDBACK!

FEDERAL BOULEVARD TRANSIT RELIABILITY PROJECT

Help us make transit faster and more reliable in your community!

The Denver Moves: Federal Transit Study, which began in 2019, analyzed potential options for the future of transit on Federal Boulevard, including the long-term vision of implementing high-quality transit along the corridor.

As one step towards realizing this vision, the City and County of Denver has launched the Federal Boulevard Transit Reliability Project to design and build near-term infrastructure improvements to move buses faster and help them stay more reliably on schedule. The project extends along Federal Boulevard between W 52nd Avenue and W Floyd Avenue.

Where does your bus fall behind schedule?
WWW.FEDERALTRANSITRELIABILITY.COM

Participate in this easy to use, self-guided virtual meeting anytime through the end of 2021. The meeting will provide an overview of the project’s background, goals, and timeline, and will include engagement activities to help the project team understand your needs and concerns as you use Federal Boulevard.

CONTACT THE PROJECT TEAM

Have questions about the project or want to receive future newsletters? Call the project hotline at (303) 524-8499 or email Chrissy.Breit@hdrinc.com

PROJECT TIMELINE

The project team is reviewing transit improvements identified in previous planning studies and analyzing transit speed and reliability data to determine gaps between identified improvements and areas of need. In February 2022, an online public meeting will be held for the community to provide feedback on early design concepts.

PROJECT AREA

The project area is Federal Boulevard between W 52nd Avenue and W Floyd Avenue.